
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

Who were the Lakota Sioux?  

 Great Spirit: Wakan Tanka 

 All living things? They all had their own spirit which came from the earth. Even the 

rocks, streams and trees had spirits. 

 Circles? They were surrounded by the circle of the horizon and their lives were 

determined by the sun and the moon and the circular nature of the seasons and the 

circle of life. Settlements, meetings, dances and tipis all took a circular form.  

 Land? All living things came from the land and when they died they would return there. 

 High land? Seen as sacred as it was closer to the spirit world. Black Hills of Dakota 

where many Sioux Indians were buried seen as very sacred and a symbol of Sioux 

power. 

 Buffalo: Stomach as cooking pot, hide as carpet, skin as tipi, buffalo dance – for a 

successful hunt, bladder as water pots.  

 Houses: Tipis, women put them up and took them down.  

 Children: Prepared for their adult roles by watching mothers (cook, embroider, look 

after the tipi) and fathers (hunt, make weapons and be a warrior) 

 

Why did people move West? 
 1837 economic collapse – in the East banks collapsed and people lost their jobs. People 

thought they had nothing to lose by moving West. 
 Rich farming land of the West – early explorers had spread the word about the land in 

the West being perfect for farming due to climate. 
 Advertisements – Posters reinforced people could have an improved quality of life in 

the West of America.  
 1841 Pre-Emption Act – a farmer who built a house and cleared the surrounding land 

would have the first opportunity to buy the surrounding land. This made it difficult for 
land speculators to buy land and sell it for high prices.  

 1845 Manifest Destiny – God’s plan for Americans to spread West across the country.  
 1840 – Mountain men had mapped the routes and trails to help migrants travel the 

2000 mile journey to the West more safely.   

Making of America 
American West 1839-1860 

 Plains Indians 

Difficulties on the journey West: 
 Migrants could face baking sun or torrential rain; swollen Rivers  
 Stampeding buffalo and hostile Indians 
 Too many possessions being taken West on their journey. 
 Rocky Mountains – they struggled with wagons, possessions, 

children and animals through the narrow and steep mountain 
passes. 

 Diseases such as cholera 
 Snow trapping them in the mountains and subsequently starving to 

death 
 Migrants heading for California faced a trek across desert and the 

mountains of Sierra Nevada; Migrants heading for Oregon faced 
difficulty crossing the Blue Mountains.  

Impact on Natives: 
 Tribes such as the Sioux, Northern Cheyenne and Arapaho granted 

the US rights to establish forts and safe routes in return for 
compensation for damage to their hunting.  

 The Sioux negotiated hard as the trails cut through their hunting 
grounds. They were granted better hunting rights which angered 
other tribes.  

 Yakima: settlement was supposed to be delayed for 2 years but 
settlers were there after 12 days! Yakima raided settlements and 
Army were called in. by 1858 Yakima had lost 90% of their lands 
and 24 chiefs had been executed. 



 

 

 

        

The Mormons (Christians who were 

persecuted in the East) 

 Why West? Joseph Smith 

was murdered by a mob; 

their town of Nauvoo was 

destroyed by fire and 

cannon fire by anti-Mormon 

mobs 

 Settlement? Salt Lake City, 

by 1852 over 10,000 people 

were living there. 

 New Leader? Brigham 

Young (55 wives) 

 Settlement of Utah? Water 

and land would not be 

owned by individuals but by 

the Church. 

 Utah in 1850? It became a 

US state and Young became 

the first governor  

 No polygamy? In 1857 the 

US government tried to 

bring Utah in line with US 

laws, A band of Mormons 

massacred some settlers 

they believed to be US army 

spies – the scandal made 

Young step down as 

governor of Utah. Utah then 

had to follow the same laws 

as the rest of the USA.  

 

 

 

Californian Gold Rush: 

 January 28th 1848 - Gold caught the eye of a worker (Marshall) for the first time  

 Sam Brannon: Ran through the streets of San Francisco shouting about Marshall’s discovery, held up a bottle of gold dust as 

proof. 

 Brannon benefited:  Purchased every pick axe and shovel so anyone who wants to be a miner has to purchase them from 

him. In just 9 weeks Brannon made $36,000. 

 President Polk Validated the rumours that there was gold in California in December 1848 

 Population of California: Rises massively – people travel there in masses – results in California becoming a state in 1850. 

 Indians involvement in the 1840s? Natives tried to dig for gold alongside the Americans however they were driven into the 

mountains and some were shot without thought and the governor of California advocated the extermination of the Indians. 
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Pike’s Peak Gold Rush: 

 Where was Pike’s Peak? Kansas Territory  

 How was the word spread that gold had been found? Through newspapers which declared ‘Gold in Kansas Territory!’ 

 Why did many people take the risk and move by 1857? Due to the recession  

 How many people had moved to Kansas by 1859? 100,000 

 Rail lines: Helped people move from the East to St. Joseph with ease  

 Town Boosters: Set out to increase the wealth of their towns by encouraging people to come and settle in them.  

 There were three competing routes to the Colorado gold fields this led to a battle of maps; people lied about the ease of the 

routes closest to them. E.g. The Blue Party who travelled the central route died of starvation. Daniel Blue ate one of the Party 

and half of his own brother before an Arapaho helped him back to a town … 

 Farming: Farmers could make a good living by selling food to the new towns springing up in gold mining districts. 

 Kansas becomes a state: 1861 Kansas becomes a Northern state due to the amount of people arriving to the Kansas territory 

in search of gold. Led to populating the missing middle states of the USA. 

 Changes to the Plains: People began to see the Plains as a place to settle for the first time – used to be seen as an area just to 

pass through. Towns like St. Joseph once seen as the last safe place before the 2,000 mile journey west were now hubs for the 

promising lands in the center of the country. 

 Native Americans: White Americans not only wanted to pass through Native land but to settle there as well. Cities like Denver 

were growing in the areas which belonged to the Cheyenne and Arapaho. Competition for grazing land in particular forced the 

Cheyenne and Arapaho further from their lands to hunt in the summer. Natives returned back to their original land in the 

Winter after travelling further west in the summer months to hunt which led to more tension.  

 


